Tensegrities are assembly structures, getting their equilibrium from the integrity between tension in cables and compression in bars. During their service life, slacking in their cables and nearness to buckling in their bars need to be monitored to avoid a sudden collapse. This paper discusses how to design the tensegrities to make them feasible for vibrational health monitoring methods. Four topics are discussed; suitable finite elements formulation, pre-measurements analysis to find the locations of excitation and sensors for the interesting modes, the effects from some environmental conditions, and the pre-understanding of the effects from different slacking scenarios.
Introduction
When a set of bars and cables are connected by pin-joints, such that the unilateral (all the cables in tension and all bars in compression) properties are satisfied, the assembly is called a tensegrity structure [1] . Tensegrities are self-stressed pin-jointed structures [2] . [3] classified tensegrity structures as "class k", with k being the maximum number of bars that are connected to each other at any joint. Their stiffness and self-equilibrium rely on the level of pre-stress. Thus, any change in any component status (tension in the cables or compression in the bars) will be reflected in the levels of pre-stress in all components of the whole structure. Therefore, the natural frequencies of the structure are functions of the level of pre-stress [4] [5] [6] [7] . In the design of large and complex structures, a Form-Finding methods is commonly adapted [8] [9] [10] . The Form-Finding step will normally produce a unit vector g, containing a set of the force density (N i /L force. This vector, which is a null-vector of the equilibrium matrix, shows the proportions of component pre-stress forces which will give an externally un-loaded equilibrium state of the structure. The unit self-stress vectorĝ is then scaled by a scalar ψ representing the level of pre-stress to give the self-stress vector g, with components g i = ψĝ i .
Vibration health monitoring (VHM) methods use the modal parameters, such as natural frequencies and mode shapes, as damage-sensitive features [11] . These methods, although differently applied, can also be used as indicators for the design requirement satisfaction, and therefore as quality control tools [12] . A review and more details about the VHM methods can be found in [13] .
In the literature, the number of publications about real applications of vibration health monitoring on tensegrity structures is very low. [14] experimentally applied the VHM method as a damage detection tool for a single module tensegrity structure, and for a tensegrity grid structure. The preplanning for the application of the VHM is not reported.
The aim of this paper is to emphasize some topics and issues that might affect the application of VHM on a tensegrity structure, and to suggest a solution for each discussed issue. The paper starts by defining and discussing the more accurate finite elements that must be used in simulations of tensegrity structures for VHM application purposes. Using the results from finite element analysis (FEA), we discuss planning methods for finding the best locations for exciters and sensors, assuming that it is preferred to keep the excitation point fixed for all modes in the range of interest. In addition, effects from the environmental conditions have been considered, with the environmental temperature as an example. Finally, the need for deep understanding of the effects from different slacking scenarios is emphasized. A full creation of an VHM algorithm is not the aim of this paper, but general guidelines are suggested for the application of VHM to tensegrity structures, and with relevance also to other cable and network structures. We thereby consider the design stage, and how pre-simulations at this stage can make VHM measurements possible and useful. Essentially, the pre-simulations will be able to answer two questions: what are the correct dynamic properties of the structure, and how can practical measurements best be performed?
Finite element formulation
The internal force in each component of a tensegrity structures is generally assumed to act only in the axial direction of the component. The axial forces in the components are initially introduced by a pre-stressing of the components at manufacturing, but they will be continuously adapting as a function of the external forces on the structure. A tensile axial force in a component will increase its transversal stiffness, which subsequently gives effects on vibration properties in the same way as the tuning of a string in a musical instrument. This effect will then be reduced from a slacking of the cable due to damage. Increasing the compressive internal forces in any bar will on the other hand decrease its transversal stiffness as an effect of nearness of buckling. Slacking cables or bars near to buckling will typically reveal themselves by reduced stiffness and increased tendency to transversal vibrations, and lower natural frequencies. Thus, the finite elements used in simulations must have the capability to capture both axial and transversal vibration in order to give the full dynamic response properties at a particular state. In previous work, we have used Euler-Bernoulli beam elements, in which one-way coupling is introduced to include the effect of the axial force on the transversal stiffness, [7, 15] . This addition will allow the representation of not only vibration modes resulting from axial component vibration, but also bending-type modes
The geometric nonlinearity in tensegrity structures must also be considered. This nonlinearity, however, is emphasized by the coupling between the axial and bending stiffnesses of the component. This effect has been included in the internal forces and the tangent stiffness matrix. As the aim here is to design for VHM purposes, simulations must be able to capture all these mentioned characteristics. The development of the finite element formulation will not be further discussed here, but can be found in [7, 9, 15] .
The element-based simulations are here assumed to be used during the design stage of the tensegrity structure. Primarily, they are used in the design of the pre-stress pattern and level, aiming at, e.g., optimal stiffness or a resonance frequency separation for the unloaded structure. They will also show the response to relevant external loading situations. An important aspect during the design stage is the possibility to evaluate a dynamic signature for the structure, showing the vibration properties which should be shown by the structure if assembled and pre-stressed according to the design. These properties are then preferably evaluated for an externally un-loaded state, as the external loadings will change the forces in the components, and thereby the vibration properties.
Pre-measurement analysis
One of the main factors affecting the possibilities to use VHM is the inaccuracy in results from measurements. The pre-measurement analysis must be considered in the design stage of the tensegrity structure along with other design parameters and requirements. It is noted that this demands that the simulation model is detailed and accurate enough for the results to be well predicting reality.
Normally, the pre-measurement analysis includes two important topics, namely the selection of excitation and sensor points. From a practical point of view, one can change the excitation point easily, but it is from several viewpoints preferred to keep this fixed during a measurement campaign. This assumption is made in the discussion below. The objective is thus to find one excitation point, which can give clear differences in responses for a chosen set of sensor points over an interesting excitation frequency range.
In addition to the response and excitation point selection, the range of interesting frequencies must also be pre-decided. In VHM, normally the lowest natural frequency is utilized [16] , but some higher modes might provide further information regarding damage detection and localization. In this paper, we assume that only two of the lowest natural frequencies are of interest, but the same line of thinking can be applied to more extensive ranges.
There are many suggestions in literature with the objective to find methods to evaluate where to excite the structure, and where to install the sensors in order to capture the interesting modes accurately and efficiently. Some of these methods deal with the response locations (sensor placement) only, whereas other methods are developed to find both best excitation and sensor locations. For sensor placement, methods based on kinetic energy, effective independents or eigenvector products can be used. For finding the excitation point, methods based on point residues, kinetic energy or eigenvector products can be used. A summary of these methods and the corresponding developed techniques can be found in [17] and a comparison can be found in [18] .
Recently, many researchers developed methods for placement of sensors and locating the excitation points through optimization methods [19, 20] .
Some real measurements of vibrations of tensegrity structures have been done and results published [21, 22] . These, however, do not exclusively discuss the possibilities with pre-measurement analysis, which might reduce the variations between real and numerical results if the pre-simulations are accurate enough. A connection between pre-simulations and vibration measurements would be an important step in the further development of VHM methods for tensegrity structures.
Suitable methods and demands for pre-measurement analysis may well depend on the aim of the measurements. For instance, system identification, where an initially unknown structure is investigated for its dynamic properties, requires more measurement points than VHM, where only a few of the first lowest natural frequencies are normally utilized. The focus was here only on two of the lowest natural frequencies, assuming that these will be used in an VHM strategy. However, the main purpose here was not to develop a new technique for locating the excitation and sensor points, but only to give advices for integrating VHM perspectives during the design stage of the tensegrity structure. In this study, the locations for excitation and sensor points was found manually, but an automatic algorithm can be developed for this purpose, even if a universally valid procedure is not obvious. A brief explanation of related terms used is first given.
Modal analysis and frequency response analysis are the main parts of the pre-measurement analysis. Modal analysis is defined as the process of finding the natural frequencies, damping factors (if this is considered) and the mode shapes of the system under consideration. It is noted that this evaluation takes place during the design stage, and therefore for the ideal structure as modelled. These are the dynamic characteristics of the structure and are determined completely by its spatially distributed physical properties; mass, stiffness and damping. The modal analysis in the pre-simulations is thereby clearly separated from modal testing, which is an experimental technique used to determine the natural frequencies and the damping factors in their modal forms on the physical structure.
The frequency response analysis of the structure is concerned with finding the response of the structure, normally expressed in a matrix form known as a frequency response function matrix (FRF), below denoted R = {R ij } which is frequency dependent R = R(ω). The notation R is here used as a general response matrix, for any class of quantities. Each element of the this matrix hereby represents the response, which can be displacement, the velocity or the acceleration or their inverses, of the structure in the i th degree of freedom due to a harmonic input of a certain excitation frequency in the j th degree of freedom [23] . It will below be specialized to express the displacement response values in the dynamic flexibility matrix, which is commonly the most easily measured quantity.
The discussion here is based on generating R(ω) of the tensegrity structure based on its mass M and tangent stiffness matrices K T , evaluated at equilibrium as explained in [7] , where it is noted that the vibrations will be seen as linearized around a specified equilibrium configuration. This can be the unstressed or an externally loaded situation, but here primarily the prestressed but otherwise unloaded state is considered.
The procedures for generating the FRFs differ depending on what are the quantities desired. Generation of the dynamic stiffness matrix is required when the direct FRF analysis is adapted. If, on the other hand, the modal FRF analysis is adapted, this will include the solution of the eigenvalue problem to find a few of the normal modes of vibration. Although the latter has lower computational cost, the direct frequency response analysis has been adopted in this study, as this allows the inspection of an FRF matrix to find the suitable excitation point for all interesting modes, and also their suitable measuring points. A modal analysis is however, used to find the signature properties of the structure as designed, and thereby the interesting frequency range of the VHM measurements.
The frequency response functions FRF
The frequency response functions R(ω) can be formulated starting from the equations of motion of the structure. When damping is ignored, the equations of motion in matrix form can be simply written as:
where M and K T are the mass and tangent stiffness matrices evaluated at nonlinear equilibrium for the chosen discretized model. The displacements in the model are represented by the vector x, and the superposed dot is a time derivative. The equilibrium is typically achieved iteratively using the Newton-Raphson method for the residual force equation [24] . For an assumed harmonic excitation force, the force vector can be expressed as f (t) = F sin(ωt), where F describes the spatial distribution of external forces. The displacement vector for the harmonic motion can then be expressed as x(t) = X sin(ωt). The dynamic stiffness relation at a particular frequency ω is thereby seen as:
This is seen as a description of measurable displacements as functions of an induced excitation, where the rows of the matrix H are corresponding to the sensor locations, and its column are related to the excitation locations [23] .
It is here implicitly assumed that both excitation and sensing uses positions and directions corresponding to a degree of freedom of the discrete model, and that the excitation can be swept over an interesting frequency range.
The matrices K T and M used in Eq. (3), are the retained matrices after the relevant boundary conditions have been applied.
Sensor and excitation locations
To ensure that each mode of interest will be well excited and hence well measured, a pre-measurements planning is required to decide the locations of excitation and sensors points. The pre-determined locations of exciters and sensors will minimize the test uncertainty and the best results can be achieved, for either system identification or VHM purposes. The issues of where to install the sensors and where to excite the structure has been studied by many researchers, but the answers are strongly dependent on problem class.
Comparing with the kinetic energy method [25] where it is assumed that the excitation point can be changed, i.e., each mode of vibration will be excited and measured from specifically chosen positions, our aim here is to use one excitation point for the modes of interest and specific sensor point for each mode. The objective is thus not to find the absolute maximum ratio between response and excitation amplitudes for a specific frequency, but to find an excitation point, which will give high but also discriminating response amplitudes in a set of points over a chosen frequency range. An example will
show the ambitions. Fig. 1 Four-module X-frame tensegrity structure, with topology, coordinates and the numbering scheme.
Example
An example is given by the 2D tensegrity structure in Fig. 1, which in the Y direction. The structure was modelled with beam element, [7, 9] , and used four elements for both compressed and tensioned members, giving a total number of 251 degrees of freedom. Hinged joints were modelled by using one rotational degree of freedom for each member attached to the joint.
The values of the unit self-stress vectorĝ used is shown in Table 1 and the level of pre-stress applied was ψ = 18.23 kN. With this, the first two natural frequencies of the structure are separated [9] . More details about finding the unit self-stress vectorĝ for the whole structure can be found in the reference.
The effect of the pre-stress on the first natural frequency of a tensegrity structure can be very low depending on the design, and can even vanish in a certain range of pre-stress [6, 26] . This is the case of the 2D example considered here, where its first natural frequency is approximately unaffected by the level of pre-stress. The frequencies ω 2 and ω 3 are well separated using the optimum design parameters from [9] . The resonance frequencies for this design were first evaluated as ω 2 = 116.80 s −1 (18.59 Hz), and ω 3 = 120.66 s −1 As a practical request, the primary objective has been to find a location where both the second and third modes can be excited from the same point, and recording the value of h ij from the matrix H(ω). It is here important to avoid evaluating the undamped dynamic stiffness matrix exactly at the pre-simulated resonance points when sweeping the frequencies of excitation.
The optimal pre-measurement plan is shown by Fig. 3 where the two sensors detected one mode of vibration each for the same excitation point. The first sensor place was kept at degree of freedom 102 while the other sensor location has changed to the degree of freedom 143, the Y direction of a point at the middle of cable number 12.
Consideration of environmental effects
Vibration health monitoring methods are based on the change in one or more vibration properties of the structure. In general, it is mostly assumed that the change is caused by damage. Environmental conditions such as wind, snow and temperature changes can cause an equivalent change to the vibration properties as those produced by damage [27] or under operational loads [28] . Effects from snow and wind are not considered in this paper, and to the author's knowledge they are not frequently dealt with in literature. Thus, the focus here was on the temperature effects, as this is the most common source of confusion in any vibration health monitoring algorithm [29] [30] [31] [32] . A previous study [15] , investigated by simulations the effects from the environmental temperature changes on the natural frequencies of tensegrity structures, and concluded that these can be greater than the effects caused by slacking in one of the cables. It was further shown that these effects are highly dependent on material, support conditions, size and shape of the tensegrity structure and the level of pre-stress.
Two solutions were proposed in [33] to avoid the effects from the envi- ronmental changes on the natural frequencies. The development was aimed to distinguish the changes originating in damage and the ones from temperature changes. It is also shown that it is possible to design the structure such that some of its lowest natural frequencies are not overly sensitive to temperature changes.
The effects from temperature changes on the natural frequencies of tensegrity structures have two origins. First, they can be related to the changes in the elastic modulus with temperature [34, 35] . They can secondly be related to a temperature dependent in the thermal expansion coefficient [15] .
These two effects are thereby related to the materials used, a choice, which is also affected by the optimal design chosen. A conclusion from the work is that different materials, with different temperature dependencies, might be an optimal choice in a particular structure.
In practice, most materials have a positive thermal expansion and are expanding with increasing temperatures, even if there are some materials like zylon which behave in the opposite direction. These materials are normally too expensive for general earth-bound structures, and the discussion is here limited to the materials that have a positive constant. Assuming that the temperature changes are not localized, changing the length of bars and cables by temperature action occurs synchronously. These changes also affect the pre-stress level such that increasing the unstressed lengths of bars will increase the level of pre-stress while increasing the lengths of cables will decrease it. The response of a general structure to synchronous temperature change can effectively be seen as "cable-dominated" or "bar dominated"describing the overall structural frequency response to pre-stress level.
In the Form-Finding for the tensegrity structures described above, the pre-stress is described by a unit vectorĝ representing a self-stress state and a pre-stress level ψ. These gives a pre-stress force g i = ψĝ i in each component. The axial internal force can be also calculated as
with E the elastic modulus and A i the unstressed sectional area. Form this, the unstrained length L i at the design temperature T o can be calculated as:
The unstrained length at any temperature T will thereby be:
where ∆T = T −T o and α is the expansion coefficient measured in 1/ • C. The modulus E in Eq. (4) is the elastic modulus as a function of temperature.
This variation was given for steel materials by [35] as:
where E 20 is the elastic modulus at 20
• C, and T should be introduced in
As mentioned above, temperature effects will change the level of pre-stress and hence, the natural frequencies. By substituting Eqs. (4) and (6) into Eq.
(5), the unstrained lengths can be found as a function in the environmental temperature T and the level of pre-stress ψ. The whole problem setting and a finite element formulation can be found in [7, 9, 15] .
As mentioned above, one solution to the temperature dependence problem is based on the regulation of the pre-stress level or on choosing a proper prestress vector. The problem was in [33] seen as an optimization problem, where the level of pre-stress gave the optimization variables, and the change in the natural frequency was the objective to minimize. In order to regulate the level of pre-stress, a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [36] , from the built-in functions of Matlab 1 was used to solve the optimization problem. For the sake of brevity, only the second solution is explained here, the full investigation and a more complex example can be found in [33] . The solutions can be summarized as:
Using a uniform self-stress vector, where the level of pre-stress is regulated such that the natural frequencies are not affected by temperature changes.
Using an non-uniform self-stress vector, where the pre-stress in each module is regulated until the natural frequencies of the structure become approximately non-affected from temperature change.
Example
The structure shown in Fig. 4 , with four cables and one bar, is getting its stability from the integrity between tension in the cables and compression in An example for non optimal solution is when the level of pre-stress of ψ = 21 kN/m is applied, where the first natural frequency is affected by temperature changes Fig. 5 (a) . Figure 5 (b) shows the results for the optimal design case when ψ = 27.24 kN/m, for which the first and second natural frequencies only marginally change with temperature.
With non-optimal design (ψ = 21 kN/m), and at ∆T = 0 • C, the first This example indicates that, for better VHM reliability, the level of prestress in the tensegrity structure can be optimized during design to ensure that a set of the lowest natural frequencies are not overly sensitive to environmental temperature changes, thereby improving the possibilities to detect damage to the structure.
Effects from different slacking scenarios
The pre-stress pattern and level are important parameters affecting the stiffness and stability of tensegrity structures. However, the pre-stress situation can be altered by many different factors, such as environmental factors like temperature changes. These must be considered when performing vibra- Two important points need be emphasised in this context. One is related to damage detection, indicating that some differences exist in relation to the designed situation, either immediately after assembly or as a long-term integrity index. The second point is the more complex, as it is related to damage localization, i.e., a usage of the obtained measurement results to in-dicate where a degradation has occurred. For damage detection, the ability to differentiate between the changes caused by the environmental conditions and the ones caused by damage is required, as was discussed above.
For the damage localization, a deep understanding of the effects from the slacking in each cable or group of cables is very important. If the effect from the slacking in two cables is similar, then the higher modes might provide useful information to differentiate between the two effects in this case. In general, each structure must be studied and understood separately to understand the effects of each slacking scenario for that particular structure on its natural frequencies. Such studies are facilitated by extensive design stage simulations of the structure, evaluating the typical response function spectra for introduced defects in the structure.
Example
The T-3 one module tensegrity structure shown in Fig. 6 was chosen to express the need for understanding of the effects from different slacking scenarios. It has 3 bars and 9 cables, with 6 nodes and coordinates listed in Table 3 Table 3 Nodal coordinates of the three-module T-3 tensegrity structure shown in Fig. 6 .
Summary
Precise measurements are required when implementing any vibration health monitoring method. Hence, a well planned strategy and understanding of the problem is very important. A hypothesis is that simulations of the vibration properties of the structures can and should be performed already at the design stage. These can be used to optimize the design with respect to the VHM demands, but also to simulate the expected effects on the VHM results from degradation, but also from secondary aspects, e.g., variations in environmental parameters. In this paper, we discussed some of the obstacles and suggested some solutions. For the application of vibration health monitoring methods to tensegrity structures, it is important to perform extensive simulations, and in these:
Choose the right finite element formulations, that can capture both axial and transversal vibrations.
Do pre-measurement analysis to find the locations for the excitation and the sensors, by generating the frequency response functions-primarily the displacement spectra-based on the dynamic stiffness matrix at the relevant pre-stress and loaded configurations.
Understand and be able to differentiate between the effects from the environmental conditions and from damage.
Understand the effects from different slacking scenarios.
